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Get This Gallery is pleased to present Harrison Keys' solo exhibition, Always 
Aweigh. This will be Keys’ third solo exhibition with GTG and will feature his 
paintings in the gallery for the first time, and will be shown along side 
several works on paper. The paintings are created with enamel and oil paint 
on panel and will feature Keys’ signature color, text, imagery and emotions. 
 
Harrison Keys work is imaginative, introspective, and elusive.  An adept 
draftsman, his paintings and drawings evoke the coyness and innocence of 
childhood, even as they are suggestive of adult situations. The work 
possesses a sharp wit and keenly acute awareness of art history. Keys’ works 
can recall the post-painterly, geometric abstraction of 1960s and 70s, while 
also reminding one of the psychedelic rock posters of the same era. Keys 
skillfully blends aesthetic eras and elements from the likes of Picasso, 
Kandinsky and Basquiat, as well as more contemporary groups such as the 
Mission School of artists of San Francisco from the 1990s and 2000s, and 
more directly the work of Barry McGee and his late wife, Margaret Kilgallen. 
With a background in graffiti and sign painting, Keys has long incorporated 
text within his images. Most often this text appears as play on words or 
puns. His previous exhibition with Get This in 2010 titled, Pressure Luck, was 
a play on the phrase “press your luck”. This playful wordsmithing can fall into 
either an ironic, cynical or romanticized take on the world that surrounds 
Keys, or maybe all of the above. 
 
Harrison Keys (b. 1979) was born in Atlanta, Georgia where he currently 
lives and works. Keys attended Georgia State University for a Bachelor of 
Fine Arts degree in Printmaking. Keys has exhibited in Atlanta, Miami and 
Portland, OR. Two works on paper by Keys were recently acquired by the 
High Museum of Art for their permanent collection and were on view in their 
exhibition, Drawing Inside the Perimeter in 2013. 
 
	  


